Train Station Story
I was on my way back from Toronto with a friend of
mine (Grace), when we mistakenly boarded the wrong train,
and didn’t realize that we had done so, until about 45
minutes into the ride…
Turns out, we had ended up at a station in
Scarborough (the complete opposite direction of where we
needed to be) at about 11 PM — on the eve of Thanksgiving —
with no trains headed the other way till 6:15 AM… It was
freezing outside, my phone was dead, and Grace’s was
nearing the same fate. We were broke students (still are)
without money or any sense of direction, and were very
exhausted. Through some adventurous impulse, we decided
to camp the night out on some dusty stairs at the end of a
hall which overlooked an intersection of concrete tunnels in
the station. The place was eerie, but silent, and we figured we
could make it till the morning.
That didn’t quite happen.
It was an hour or so into our improvised residency
when we heard loud, skidding footsteps echoing from
somewhere down one of the tunnels. We were paranoid, to
say the least, and our bodies froze and our eyes snapped on
the intersection ahead of us. Could be a security guard to
kick us out, coulda been a cave troll at this point (like I said,
we were exhausted). We were ready to book it no matter
who/what it was. As our blood pressure continuously spiked
and the thuds and skids grew ever louder — finally, a
bedraggled, almost too stereotypically-drunk businessman,
stumbled around a corner. Tousled hair, stubble, half-done
tie, untucked shirt, and swinging a leather briefcase around
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like a kid would with a favourite teddy bear. He looked like a
zombified John C. Riley, on a REAL bad day.
After a confused, barely conscious glance our way, he
continued on, and disappeared. For a short while. We
collectively laughed, exhaled and shared a moment of relief.
Then he came back — towards us — and we shit our pants.
We grabbed ourselves and our things and were out
through glass doors and into the dark, frigid air in seconds,
moving ahead while being too terrified to even risk a glance
behind. We were moving through a sort of fenced-in,
starkly-lit construction zone, which was connected to the
outside of the station. There was no apparent way out and It
funneled us through narrow pathways to god knows what. As
we got further away, the both of us started to nervously laugh
and realize our own ridiculousness. The chances of this dude
actually chasing us were obviously unrealistic, right? So I
turned around and THERE HE WAS LOOKING RIGHT
BACK AT ME. RUNNING.
For a moment, Grace and I were in disbelief — this
sort of thing doesn’t happen… No half-run speed-walking
this time. This time, it was life or death.
The chain linked horror-scene surrounding us went by
in a blur as we careened our way down the funnel. We burst
free from it and kept running. We ran till adrenaline couldn’t
take us any further and we were both heaving (we’re art
students, so not as far as you think). The cool air a fire in our
lungs. Finally, after MANY looks back and all around our
new area, we agreed that it was reasonably safe to assume
that we had lost him.
Now we were stuck in the cold though. Luckily, we
happened upon another station/office building with
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unlocked entrance doors. The doors to the main lobby were
closed, so we settled ourselves into an adjacent open area
which I can only describe as being a sort of white walled
cave, nestled within this building, with a sloped floor that
descended into it. Honestly, some kind of metaphor
incarnate. We were lucky. It was our haven.
And, for the next 6 hours, we were warm, covered in a
white dust for some reason, and proceeded to lose our newly
insomnia stricken minds, while also scaring the bejeezus out
of early-rising faculty workers and passengers. Until our
eventual train ride back home came — upon which, the two
of us immediately fell asleep.
The end!
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